
Ultra Tune Franchise Business for Sale Queensland

For Sale
Location: QLD
Asking: $400,000 + SAV
Type: Transport/Automotive

Contact:
Simone Simpson
0400 036 278

aubizbuysell.com.au/103391

Business Brokers Network
Australia
Broker Ref: 13117 

ULTRA TUNE FRANCHISE NTH QLD
This business has, excelled through Covid pandemic and in constant high demand due to workload.

Ultra Tune is a car service franchise with a strong 42+ year history. Ultra Tune has now grown to
become a national franchise company with over 275 franchise outlets operated by well trained and
experienced technicians Australia-wide.
With over 18 million motor vehicles in Australia, the car servicing marketing is a multi-billion dollar
industry, and one, which keeps on growing.

Ultra Tune provides a trusted name and is clearly recognized as an industry leader in specialized car
servicing and tuning. 

Dedicated business systems and a structured series of operating procedures, ensures all motor vehicle
services are performed faster, more efficiently and more cost effectively. The system is maintained
through an exclusive computer program, which encompasses both admin and billing, and updated
servicing data; combined with regular in-house training and support.

ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITY
The business essentially provides motor vehicle services which broadly include: Maintenance/Repair,
made up of changing oil & filters, road testing, break fluid condition reports, steering & suspension
checks, cooling system & condition tests, tyre pressure & condition reports and lights, wipers battery &
electrical checks; Ultra Tyres, made up of tyre tread depth checks, tread wear condition reports, tyre
pressure checks, tyre & wheel balance & wheel rotation; Log Book Services; Roadside Assist; Breaks,
made up of checking for disc or drum shoe wear levels, replacing pads/shoes, inspecting brake fluid
levels & road testing breaks; Suspension & Shock Absorbers, and Air Conditioning, made up of
checking cooling, checking for leaks & receiver-dryer contamination, checking system pressures,
cleaning condensers, and evacuating systems via recovery station & recharge.

The business is very simple to run as the franchisor support includes marketing, new product
development & corporate image.
An exciting opportunity now exists to own an Ultra tune in store in Nth Qld with an annual turnover
20/21 of $920,000 and growing

- Established 1979
- Fantastic Net Profit
- Good lease and rent
- 51/2 days per week
- Lifestyle opportunity.
- Fully Equipped workshop
- Tidy building and reception area

https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/businesses-for-sale/location/QLD
https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/businesses-for-sale/Transport--Automotive/Australia
https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/103391/ultra-tune-franchise-business-for-sale-queensland
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- Suit owner operator

This business would ideally suit a husband and wife team either local or relocating from down South.
For the new business owner a new tropical and definite lifestyle change awaits.

Asking $400,000 + SAV 
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